
Abstract — Input-series-output-parallel (ISOP) isolated
bidirectional DC/DC converter (IBDC) become a preferred
scheme connecting high-voltage and low-voltage bus in DC
distribution network. Input-voltage-sharing (IVS) among
modules is essential to realize the stable operation of ISOP
system. Nowadays, with large-scale access of distributed
energy sources and loads in DC grids, the fluctuations in
bus voltage and connected load become frequent and great,
deteriorating the IVS performance and stable operation of
ISOP structure IBDC. To solve this issue, a triple-close-
loop IVS strategy is proposed in this paper. Compared with
conventional IVS strategy with constant input impedance,
the proposed IVS strategy reshapes input impedance to be
a full-order model containing high-order components and
sensitive to fluctuation of output voltage, and IVS control
based on reshaped impedance improves dynamics feature,
maintains ideal output power and avoids false protection
and potential instability for ISOP structure IBDC under
frequent and large fluctuation. Experimental results verify
correctness and effectiveness of the analysis and proposed
strategy, providing a feasible,efficient and practical control
scheme for ISOP system in DC distribution network.

Index Terms—DC distribution network, ISOP structure
IBDC, input voltage sharing control strategy, dynamics
and stability characteristics.

I. INTRODUCTION

ITH the rapid development of distributed renewable
power sources, energy storage device and direct-current
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(DC) equipment, the DC distribution networks have been
significantly attracting global attentions and became important
elements for future power systems [1]-[2]. Compared with
conventional alternating-current (AC) distribution network, the
DC distribution network obtains higher power conversion
efficiency, flexible access to renewable energy and devices,
avoid synchronization and reactive power compensation issues,
effectively reduce power converter, power consumption and
construction cost [3]-[4]. The common structure of DC
distribution network is presented in Fig. 1. Nowadays, the
research and development on DC distribution networks not
only focus on low-voltage DC (LVDC) but also extend to
medium-voltage DC (MVDC) and high-voltage DC (HVDC),
and many projects are completed or under construction, such as
Gotland project in Sweden, Tj Reborg project in Denmark and
Zhoushan DC transmission project in China [5]-[6].

The high-frequency isolated bidirectional DC converter
(IBDC) with advantages of low volume and cost, light weight,
low conversion noise, high power density and efficiency plays
an important role in buses connection, voltage conversion,
power transmission and electrical isolation in DC distribution
networks [7]-[8]. Among the various topologies of IBDC, the
dual-active-bridge (DAB) is considered to be a basic topology
and attracts attentions from engineers and researchers [9]-[10].
However, due to limitation in manufacturing of semiconductor
devices, a single DAB cannot satisfy the voltage and power
requirements in MVDC and HVDC applications. To increase
the voltage, current and power ratings, the IBDC based on
modular multilevel converter (MDCC) topology was proposed.
However, topology, corresponding control and implementation
process of MDCC containing sub-modules are complicated,
and the high-frequency transformers with such high voltage
and power ratings in MDCC are not feasible to produce for
satisfying the MVDC and HVDC practical requirements, thus
hindering the application of MDCC [11]-[12].

To increase voltage and power ratings, the multiple modular
IBDC scheme including the input-series-output-parallel (ISOP),
input-series-output-series (ISOS), input-parallel-output-series
(IPOS) and input-parallel-output-parallel (IPOP) structures
provide alternative schemes [13]-[15]. Compared with MDCC
scheme, the multiple modular IBDC scheme obtains modular
and redundant architecture, flexible and reliable installation and
control structure, higher power transmission capability option,
with lower reactive power smaller current stress, becoming a
preferred IBDC solution for MVDC and HVDC networks [16].
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Fig. 1. The system structure of DC distribution network.

Among multiple modular IBDCs, ISOP configuration suitable
for high input-voltage and large output-current application
attracts a growing attention in recent years. Generally, the
input-voltage-sharing (IVS) and output-current-sharing (OCS)
among modules must be guaranteed to realize stable operation
of ISOP system, and based on principle of power conversion,
the IVS means OCS, and vice versa [17]-[18].

To achieve power sharing among modules, many strategies
have been investigated, which can be mainly classified into two
categories: the natural voltage and current sharing methods
without special controller, and the equilibrium methods with
specific IVS and OCS controllers [19]-[20]. For the natural
voltage and current sharing method such as common-duty-ratio
control strategy depends on self-regulating and without specific
IVS or OCS controllers, control structure and implementation
are simple. However, it is difficult to achieve IVS and OCS due
to the inevitable parameter mismatches among modules in
practice. Besides, the steady-state and dynamic characteristics
of the system are poor [21]-[22]. Therefore, to achieve exact
sharing of input voltage and output current, control methods
with dedicated IVS or OCS controllers can be applied. On one
hand, input voltage feed-forward control scheme with various
inner current control loops are usually applied to realize the
IVS for ISOP systems, obtaining the ability to suppress input
bus perturbations and good dynamic characteristics [23]-[25].
In addition, the information of output currents of constituent
modules can also be employed to realize the OCS for ISOP
systems. These specific control strategies can not only achieve
the excellent power balance, but also improve the dynamic and
steady-state performance [26]-[27]. However, the modules in
ISOP structure IBDC still share the same central controller,
limiting the benefit of modularity, reliability and expansibility.
Moreover, the ISOP system tends to collapse once the central
controller or common control loop is malfunctioning.

To solve the problem, the decentralized IVS or OCS control
strategies for ISOP system, such as input voltage droop control
and output current inverse droop control, were proposed to
achieve the power sharing [28]-[30]. The decentralized strategy
realizes IVS and OCS and also has advantages of no control
interconnection and communication among modules. However,
these control strategies mainly concern the output voltage and

current control, the interaction and influence from IVS or OCS
control loop on the performance of ISOP system have not been
discussed in detail. Thus, these control strategies do not have
ideal dynamic characteristics, and the output voltage suffers
from the input voltages unbalances and interaction between
parallel output ports, leading to potential instability especially
when the range of input voltage is wide [31]-[32]. Moreover,
some existing studies realize IVS for ISOP structure IBDC by
reshaping the input impedance with a small-signal positive
virtual input impedance. However, the ideal constant resistance
is usually used to represent the input impedance, and it’s
difficult to reflect dynamic characteristics of input variables.
Besides, its input impedance analysis and controller design for
module often ignores higher-order components, hindering the
precise and rapid control and leading to potential instability for
ISOP structure IBDC [33]-[35]. Nowadays, with the large-scale
access of distributed energy sources and variety of loads in DC
distribution networks, the fluctuation of DC bus voltages and
connected loads become more frequent and larger, and the
performance of ISOP structure IBDC under conventional IVS
strategy may be deteriorated, leading to the unexpected false
protection activation and potential instability, especially in
high-voltage application scenarios [36].

To overcome above mentioned limitations, a triple-close-
loop IVS control strategy is proposed for ISOP structure IBDC
in this paper. By adding current control loops to conventional
IVS strategy, the proposed IVS strategy realizes ideal IVS and
decouple operation and avoids communication among modules,
maintaining the modularity and reliability for ISOP system.
Besides, the proposed IVS strategy reshapes input impedance,
and the full-order mathematical model of ISOP structure IBDC
with high-order components is established. The proposed IVS
controller designed with reshaped impedance is sensitive to the
fluctuation of output voltage, improving dynamic characteristic,
maintaining ideal output power and avoiding false protection
activation and potential instability for ISOP structure IBDC
under the frequent and large fluctuations in connected loads and
DC buses voltage, making it a feasible, efficient and practical
control scheme for ISOP structure IBDC, especially applied in
DC distribution network with large-scale access of distributed
sources and diverse loads.



Fig. 2. The ISOP structure IBDC scheme based on DAB modules.

II. TOPOLOGY CONFIGURATION AND MATHEMATICAL
MODEL OF ISOP STRUCTURE IBDC

To present the analysis and proposed control strategy for
multiple modular IBDC scheme, the ISOP structure IBDC
based on DAB converters is studied, as shown in Fig. 2. Each
DAB module is a symmetric topology composed of two full-
bridges H1 and H2, a high-frequency isolated transformer with
voltage ratio nT and an auxiliary inductance LT. On the HVDC
or MVDC side, n DAB modules are connected in series to
increase voltage rating. On the LVDC side, n DAB modules
are connected in parallel to increase the current level. Cin andCo

are the capacitance on primary and secondary sides of multiple
modular IBDC, respectively. Uin, Uo, Iin and Io are DC voltages
and currents on the primary and secondary sides of IBDC,
respectively. uini, uoi, iini and ioi are DC voltages and currents on
primary and secondary sides of DAB module, and v1i, v2i and iLi

are high-frequency-link (HFL) voltages and current in DAB
module, respectively. The power conversion of each DAB can
be viewed as power exchange between equivalent HFL voltage
source v1i and v2i through equivalent inductor LT. The HFL
current iLi can be varied by adjusting the phase-shift D between
HFL voltages v1i and v2i, controlling the power rating and power
direction for DAB module and multiple modular IBDC.

From the ISOP configuration of multiple modular IBDC in
Fig. 2, the transmission power P in each DAB module can be
controlled by adjusting phase-shift angle D [10]:
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Then, from topology of ISOP structure IBDC, the following
equations can be obtained according to Kirchhoff’s laws:
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(3)

Generally, to realize the IVS of DAB modules and power
conversion and transmission of ISOP structure IBDC, the
control structure is usually composed of IVS control loop and
output voltage control loop. Therefore, the phase-shift angle Di

for each DAB module includes Doi generated by output voltage
control loop and Dsi generated by IVS control loop:

o si i iD D D  (4)

To obtain the small-signal model of ISOP structure IBDC,
the corresponding small disturbance variables ofUin,Uo, uini, uoi,
iini , ioi, Di , Doi and Dsi are substituted into (2), and the following
equation can be obtained:
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III. THE PROPOSED IVS CONTROL STRUCTURE FOR ISOP
STRUCTURE IBDC

A. Full-order model derivation under proposed IVS strategy
Based on the mathematical model, a triple-close-loop IVS

control strategy is proposed for the ISOP structure IBDC, as
shown in Fig. 3. From the figure, the proposed IVS scheme
consists of a common output voltage control loop, the n-1 IVS
control loops and n output current control loops for ISOP
structure IBDC. The Gvsi are IVS regulators, Gii are output
current regulators, and Gvoi are output voltage regulators. The
common output voltage control loop is to maintain the output
voltage and provide the signal to generate duty cycle for DAB



Fig. 3. The proposed triple-close-loop IVS control strategy for ISOP structure IBDC.

Fig. 4. The control block diagram for an individual DAB module.

modules. Since the DAB modules are connected in series on
input voltage sides, the n-1 IVS control loops are set for
individual DAB modules and their reference values are 1/n of
input voltage Uin. The output signals of IVS regulators are the
reference values for output current control loops. The duty
cycle signals Di for each DAB module are generated by the
difference between output signals from common output voltage
control loop and output current control loops. The VRAMPi are
saw-tooth wave signals, and the PWM modulation waves are
obtained by comparing duty cycle signal Di and VRAMPi.

Compared with the conventional dual-close-loop IVS control
strategies, the proposed triple-close-loop IVS control strategy
adds output current control loops aiming to regulate the output
current and reshape the input and output impedance for DAB
modules, improving the dynamic response of IVS and output
steady-state characteristics of ISOP structure IBDC. When the
input-voltage of individual DAB module increases, the amount
of reference value of output current control loop increases, then
the output of DAB module current control loop also increases,
thus reducing the duty cycle and also the transmission power
for DAB module. Then, the output current is reduced and the
input voltage of DAB module is adjusted, maintaining the IVS
for ISOP structure IBDC under the input-voltage fluctuation.

Besides, for the first n - 1 modules, the duty cycle signal are
derived from output of corresponding output current control
loops, and the duty cycle signal for nth module is derived from
the sum of outputs of above n - 1 output current loops.

Therefore, under proposed control structure, the following
equation can be obtained:
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where Dsi is the small-signal disturbance amount of phase-shift
angle in each DAB module. Thus, the Eq. (5) can be decoupled,
and the transfer function matrix of ISOP structure IBDC is:
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From (6) ~ (8), the control of each DAB module in ISOP
structure IBDC can be decoupled from each other, realizing the
small signal input impedance decoupling of each single-input
single-output modules. Then, input impedance of each DAB
module can be analyzed and designed independently.



Fig. 5. The equivalent input impedance for ISOP structure IBDC.

Since the IVS control loop and output voltage control loop in
ISOP structure IBDC system are decoupled, the control block
diagram for a single DAB module under proposed IVS strategy
are presented in Fig. 4. According to the figure, the small signal
expression of phase-shift angle can be described as:
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Therefore, the small-signal model of DAB module under the
proposed IVS control strategy can be described as:
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where Zload is the load impedance. From (10), the corresponding
small-signal input admittance Yini of DAB module is:
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(11)
Under conventional IVS strategy, the design of IVS loop is

based on input impedance -V2/P, which ignores high-order
components and the influence between input and output control
loop. From (11), under the proposed IVS strategy, the small-
signal input impedance model contains dynamic characteristics
of all controllers and high-order components, thus a full-order
model for DAB module is established, making DAB module
and ISOP structure IBDC obtain the larger bandwidth, higher
low-frequency gain and better dynamic response and stability
characteristic when disturbance and fluctuation occur.

B. Design process of proposed IVS strategy
From (11) and considering the input capacitance, the closed-

loop input impedance of a single DAB module is:

Fig. 6. The design process of proposed IVS strategy.
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Besides, the DAB modules are connected in series on the
input side, thus the total input impedance of ISOP structure
IBDC can be expressed as:
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From (10) ~ (13), the equivalent input impedance for ISOP
structure IBDC is presented in Fig. 5. According to the figure,
the equivalent input admittance Yini is connected paralleled to
the input capacitance Cini. Considering input voltage difference
between two adjacent DAB modules:
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During practical applications, the input capacitors are not
usually equaled, thus Cin1≠ Cin2 ≠ ... ≠ Cini≠ C. However, for the
input admittance Yini, when the order of numerator becomes
greater than the order of denominator, from (13), the following
equation can be realized:

   ab ab0
lim lim 0
t s

V t V s
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According to (15), the IVS control for ISOP system can be
achieved. Since a single DAB module can realize independent
control according to aforementioned analysis, input impedance
bandwidth needs to reach 1/15 ~ 1/20 of switching frequency
to maintain ideal dynamic and steady-state characteristics, and
maintaining a low-order system is beneficial to the adjustment
of system. Therefore, from the closed-loop input impedance of
a single DAB module and to guarantee the bandwidth is 1/15 ~
1/20 of switching frequency and damping ratio in a second-
order system is 0.707, the input impedance of a DAB module
under proposed IVS strategy can be described as:



Fig. 7. Comparison of system performance of input impedance under
conventional and proposed IVS strategy.
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The input admittance Yini is designed to equaled to equivalent
admittance Yeq:
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From (11) and (17), the input voltage sharing controller
under proposed IVS strategy can be designed as:
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According to the analysis above, the design process for the
proposed IVS strategy is presented in Fig. 6. From the figure,
the circuit parameters, voltage level and power rantings of
ISOP structure IBDC is determined, and then the output voltage
controller and output current controllers for individual DAB
module are designed accordingly. Based on small-signal input
impedance model of DAB module Yini in (11), the total input
impedance model of ISOP structure IBDC Zin can be achieved,
and then the corresponding IVS controllers for DAB modules
can be obtained.

Fig. 8. Comparison of system performance of output impedance under
conventional and proposed IVS strategy.

IV. SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS ANALYSIS FOR PROPOSED
IVS CONTROL STRATEGY

A. Input impedance analysis under proposed control strategy
According to (16), the frequency response characteristics and

comparison of system performance of input impedance under
conventional and proposed IVS strategy are presented in Fig. 7.
According to the figure, both of the conventional and proposed
IVS strategies have no poles and zeros in the right half plane in
the phase frequency response, ensuring the stable operation of
ISOP structure IBDC system. Besides, due to the full-order
small-signal input impedance in established for DAB modules
under proposed IVS strategy, a wider bandwidth is achieved
and a higher gain is also obtained for ISOP structure IBDC.

Moreover, the larger gain margin and phase margin are
realized under the proposed IVS strategy, thus the shorter
dynamic response and adjusting time, smaller overshoot and
output voltage ripple can be obtained for ISOP structure IBDC
under the fluctuation or disturbance in the input voltage during
practical operation.

B. Output impedance analysis under proposed control strategy
In addition to input impedance, the output impedance is also

studied for ISOP structure IBDC. From (9) and (10), the output
impedance Zoi of a DAB module under proposed IVS strategy
can be obtained as:
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According to (19), the frequency response characteristics

and comparison of system performance of output impedance
under conventional and proposed IVS strategy are presented in
Fig. 8. According to the figure, compared to conventional IVS



Fig. 9. The Bode diagram of audio susceptibility of IBDC under the
conventional and proposed IVS strategy.

TABLE I
The Parameters of IBDC and Experiment Setup

strategy, the proposed strategy receives higher gain and wider
bandwidth in low-frequency range, thus the ISOP structure
IBDC can achieve faster dynamic response, smaller overshoot,
better resonance suppression and more stable output steady-
state characteristics under the fluctuation or disturbance in
connected load. In addition, the output impedance frequency
characteristics under proposed strategy are almost the same
with that under conventional strategy in high-frequency range.
That’s because the output voltage of ISOP structure IBDC is
filtered by output capacitance, thus effectively suppressing the
high-frequency ripple.

C. Audio-susceptibility under proposed control strategy
According to [37], the audio susceptibility of converter can

be defined as:

uinuo

loop1s
GA
T


 (20)

where Tloop is the gain of control loop, and Guinuo is the input-to-
output transfer function.

Fig. 10. The prototype and experiment setup of ISOP structure IBDC

According to (20) and for the ISOP structure IBDC under
proposed IVS strategy, the Tloop equals to Gvs1 × Gii × Guind,
where Gvuind is the, Gii is output current regulators, and Gvs1 is
the IVS controller designed according to (18). Besides, Tloop of
IBDC under conventional IVS strategy equals to Gvs2 × Guind,
where Gvs2 is the IVS controller designed with a PI controller
[38]. Moreover, the audio susceptibility for ISOP structure
IBDC under the conventional and proposed IVS strategies are
depicted in Fig. 9. As can be seen from the figure, compared
with the conventional IVS strategy, the proposed IVS strategy
provides an extra attenuation in low-frequency band and high-
frequency band compared with that under conventional IVS
strategy. Although the gain of proposed IVS strategy is finite, it
is still relatively high for reducing the steady-state error.

V. EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION

To verify the analysis and proposed control strategy, a ISOP
structure IBDC prototype based on DAB module is established
in the laboratory, as shown in Fig. 10, and the parameters and
experiment setup is presented in Table I.

Based on parameters in Table I, the IVS and output voltage
controller under conventional IVS strategy are Gui = 50+600/s
and Guo = 15+200/s, and the IVS, output current and voltage
controller under proposed IVS strategy are Gvs = 50+600/s+7s,
Gi =15+3000/s and Guo = 15+200/s, respectively. When input
DC voltage isUin = 150V and the preset output DC voltage isUo

= 45V, the steady-state experiment results of ISOP structure
IBDC under proposed IVS control strategy are shown in Fig. 11.
From Fig. 11(a), the input voltages for each DAB module are
both maintained at Uin1 = Uin2 = Uin / 2 = 75V, realizing the ideal
IVS performance. Besides, the output voltage of IBDC are
controlled at preset value Uo = 45V, and no oscillation occurs in
DC voltage. In addition, the HFL voltages and current in an
individual DAB module are shown in Fig. 11(b), realizing
voltage conversion and power transmission for DAB module
and ISOP structure IBDC. The steady-state experiment results
reflect that, under the proposed IVS control strategy, the ideal
IVS is realized for DAB modules, and the ISOP structure IBDC
also operates normally and stably, realizing voltage conversion
and power transmission for DC distribution network.

Symbol Electrical Parameters Quantity

Uin Input DC Voltage 100 ~ 200 V
Uo Output DC Voltage 20 ~ 80 V
P Rated Power of IBDC 1kW
n Number of DAB Modules 2
fs Switching Frequency 22k Hz

C1 , C2 Capacitance in DAB Module 141 μF
nT HFL Transformer Voltage Ratio 3 : 2
LT HFL Equivalent Inductance 30 μH



(a) (b)
Fig. 11. Steady-state experiment results of ISOP structure IBDC under proposed control strategy. (a) Input and output voltages in a IBDC, (b)
HFL voltages and current in a DAB module.

(a) (b) (c)
Fig. 12. Input and output voltages of IBDC when IVS strategy starts working. (a) Conventional IVS strategy, (b) CFOCS without IVS loops, (c)
Proposed IVS strategy.

(a) (b) (c)
Fig. 13. Voltages and currents of DAB module when IVS strategy starts working. (a) Conventional IVS strategy, (b) CFOCS without IVS loops,
(c) Proposed IVS strategy.

When the IVS strategy is put into operation during start-up
period, the voltages and currents of ISOP structure IBDC and
DAB modules under the conventional IVS strategy, the cross
feedback output current sharing (CFOCS) strategy without IVS
loops and proposed IVS strategy are compared and presented in
Fig. 12 and Fig.13, respectively. From Fig. 12(a), Fig. 12(b),
Fig. 13(a) and Fig. 13(b), the adjusting time of input voltages
in IBDC and DAB modules is about 0.25s and 0.2s under
conventional IVS strategy with constant input impedance and
the CFOCS strategy without IVS loops, respectively, and the
input voltages in DAB modules are not fully balanced. Besides,
there are low-frequency oscillations in the input voltage and
current of each DAB module, and this is not conducive to the

long-term stable operation of DAB module. Correspondingly,
the adjusting time of input voltages in DAB modules is about
0.12s with a smooth switching process under proposed strategy,
as shown in Fig. 12(c) and and Fig. 13(c). Besides, the input
voltages in DAB modules are practically balanced, and there
are no low-frequency oscillations in the input voltages and
currents of each DAB module. Therefore, the experiment
results reflect that, compared with conventional IVS control
strategy, the proposed IVS control strategy obtains the shorter
adjusting time and smoother realization process during start-up
period, and also achieves better IVS performance with ideal
voltage and current characteristics in DAB module and ISOP
structure IBDC.



(a) (b)
Fig. 14. The current and voltage loop-gains for experimental case. (a) Voltage loop gain, (b) Current loop gain.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)
Fig. 15. Output voltages and currents of ISOP structure IBDC when the connecting load varies suddenly. (a) Conventional IVS strategy under
load decrease, (b) Conventional IVS strategy under load increase, (c) CFOCS without IVS loops under load decrease, (d) CFOCS without IVS
loops under load increase, (e) Proposed IVS strategy under load decrease, (f) Proposed IVS strategy under load increase.



(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)
Fig. 16. Output voltages and currents of DAB module when the connecting load varies suddenly. (a) Conventional IVS strategy under load
decrease, (b) Conventional IVS strategy under load increase, (c) CFOCS without IVS loops under load decrease, (d) CFOCS without IVS loops
under load increase, (e) Proposed IVS strategy under load decrease, (f) Proposed IVS strategy under load increase.

Besides, based on the parameters in Table I and the control
parameters design for IBDC, the Bode diagrams of voltage and
current loop of IBDC under conventional and proposed IVS
strategy are presented in Fig. 14. According to the voltage loop
shown in Fig. 14(a), the phase margin and gain margin under
conventional IVS strategy are PM = -21.9 and GM = 29dB,
respectively, and phase margin and gain margin under proposed
IVS strategy are PM = 32.3, GM = 4.11dB, respectively. In
addition, according to the current loop shown in Fig. 14(b), no
output current control loop under conventional IVS strategy,
and phase margin under proposed IVS strategy are PM = 62.4.
From the analysis above, the IBDC obtains better voltage and
current control characteristics under proposed IVS strategy.

When the connecting load varies suddenly, the input and
output voltages and currents of ISOP structure IBDC and DAB
modules under the conventional IVS strategy, CFOCS strategy

without IVS loops and proposed IVS strategies are compared
and presented in Fig. 15 and Fig.16, respectively. According to
Fig. 15(a) and Fig. 15(c), when the connecting load decreases,
the dynamic response and adjusting time of input and output
voltages and currents in ISOP structure IBDC is about 0.15s
and 0.1s under conventional IVS strategy with constant input
impedance and the CFOCS without IVS loops, respectively,
and the overshoots and oscillation occur in input and output
voltages and currents. That may cause false protection and
potential instability in high-voltage and large-current scenario.
Besides, the slow dynamic response, large overshoots and
oscillation also occur in voltage and current of individual DAB
module, as shown in Fig. 16(a) and Fig. 16(c), leading to a low
power quality and adversely affecting the stable operation of
DAB module, and it is prone to problems such as heat loss,
over-voltage and over-current breakdowns. Correspondingly,



under the proposed IVS strategy, when the connecting load
decreases suddenly, the dynamic response and adjusting time of
input and output voltages and currents in both IBDC and DAB
modules are less than 0.02s with a smooth switching process, as
shown in Fig. 15(e) and Fig. 16(e). Besides, no low-frequency
oscillations emerge in the output voltage and current in DAB
modules, and the voltage and current ripples are also small.

Moreover, the similar experimental results occur when the
connecting load increases, as shown in Fig. 15(b), Fig.15(d),
Fig.15(f), Fig. 16(b), Fig. 16(d) and Fig.16(f). The experiment
results reflect that, compared with conventional IVS strategy
and CFOCS strategy without IVS loops, the proposed IVS
strategy eliminates influences from connected load fluctuation
to IVS performance, realizing ideal dynamic characteristics and
avoiding the false protection actuation and potential instability
caused by overshoots and oscillation in high voltage and large
current scenario. Besides, the proposed IVS strategy maintains
the high output power quality and stable operation for DAB
module and ISOP structure IBDC during connecting load
variation, thus increasing the adaptability and practicability for
ISOP structure IBDC, especially suitable for the application in

DC distribution networks with distributed sources, variable
operating voltages and diverse loads.

Moreover, to further verify the performance of IBDC under
proposed strategy, the experimental comparisons of adjusting
time and overshoot under conventional and proposed strategy
with different variation range of input-voltage and connected-
load are shown in Fig. 17. As can be seen from Fig. 17(a) and
Fig. 17(b), with different variation range of input-voltage and
connected-load, the adjusting time of input-voltage and output
voltage and current during dynamic process under proposed
strategy are smaller than that under the conventional strategy.
Besides, with different variation range of input-voltage and
connected-load, the overshot of voltage and current during
dynamic process under proposed strategy are also smaller than
that under the conventional strategy, as shown in Fig. 17(c) and
Fig. 17(d), avoiding false protection and potential instability for
ISOP structure IBDC. The experimental results further verifies
that the ISOP structure IBDC scheme obtains better dynamics
response characteristics and maintain ideal output power and
stable operation under proposed IVS control strategy.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)
Fig. 17. Comparisons of adjusting time and overshoot under conventional and proposed IVS strategy. (a) Adjusting time with different increase
range of input-voltage and load, (b) Adjusting time with different decrease range of input-voltage and load, (c) Overshoot with different increase
range of input-voltage and load, (d) Overshoot with different decrease range of input-voltage and load.



VI. CONCLUSION

To improve the dynamic and steady-state performance for
ISOP structure IBDC under frequent and greater fluctuations in
bus voltage and connected load in DC distribution networks,
this paper proposes a triple-close-loop IVS control strategy for
ISOP structure IBDC. By adding output current control loops
based on conventional IVS strategy, the proposed IVS strategy
reshapes small-signal input and output impedance. Compared
with the conventional strategy with constant input impedance,
the reshaped input impedance is a full-order model containing
high-order components and sensitive to output voltage, and the
designed IVS control based on reshaped input impedance can
improve the dynamics characteristics, maintain ideal output
power and avoid false protection and potential instability for
ISOP structure IBDC under the frequent and large fluctuation,
providing a feasible, efficient and practical control scheme for
ISOP structure IBDC. However, the proposed IVS strategy has
drawbacks such as extra design steps and burden, complicated
parameter calculation. Thus, the future works on simplified
structure and improved adaptability for the proposed strategy
should be considered, and the implementation on other multiple
modular structures IBDC such as ISOS and IPOS system needs
further investigation, promoting the engineering application of
proposed strategy and the development for both the multiple
modular IBDC and DC distribution networks.
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